
Concepts new store settled in California
Costa Mesa, the first preview Concepts x
New Balance 998, G - News Reports Release

to celebrate the opening of the new California store, the fashion name Concepts recently renewed its collaboration with old friend
New Balance to build a joint 998 shoes called "Grand Tourer". From earlier pictures of , Instagram , and exposure, the color matching
has kept Concepts consistently high and will undoubtedly be a topic of conversation at the end of the year. The "Grand Tourer" 998
will be on sale in Concepts, Boston, New York and California on December 26th. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- extended reading -- -- -- -- -- -- 

every day at six, on the way home from school, the 1626 WeChat public number makes you home! 

it's one of the most attractive Hairstyles for girls! 

can do so much for the team to take part in the marathon? Zhou Bichang? 

jerseys collocation! Sexy and unassuming 
you may have overlooked 

why do the boys have no resistance to girls wearing AJ? 

- - - - - - - - - - to the tide recommended - - - - - - - - - - 

Nike Benassi Print Slide black and red flowers 

Reebok LX8500 retro running shoes 

black and pink striking collision, ASICS Tiger GEL-Kayano Trainer new color design, inspired by Union Jack, Reebok GL 6000 new
color design 

review 
last article: black and pink sharp crash, ASICS Tiger GEL-Kayano Trainer new color design next article: inspired by Union Jack,
Reebok GL 6000 new color design 



, following an earlier report on the independence day of many brands, said Nike's shoes could not help but launch an independent
day themed shoe. The use of Air Max 95 shoes, red decorated Air Max 95 shoes, blue lining printed with white star pattern, and then
with white midsole and Sheng >

brand OVO is chaired by Canadian rapper Drake, earlier collaboration with Jordan Brand to create Air Jordan 10 brings the sale of
color platinum is very hot, but the second pair of black version will also be available on the Internet, released spy photos. Scheduled
for early next year on OVO x Air Jordan 10 black on the use of the design and light before the same, because of the different colors,
the color of platinum Shine crystal in the black bottom and could not show, so under this pair of more low-key luxury texture, the insole
OVO cat Eagle Logo clearly demonstrated impressive identity. 
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Reebok LX8500 retro running shoes 

science is the truth! Uncle Drew Nike KYRIE officially released 2 new boots exclusive vision! Challenge never stops, JORDAN brand
MELO, M12 

commented on 
: "science is the truth."! Uncle Drew Nike KYRIE officially released 2 new boots a exclusive vision! Challenge never stops, JORDAN
brand MELO, M12 
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day before Vans's skateboard brand; Vans OTW to create a high-end line; for the holiday season; "> 2014 Holiday
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